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How My Partner’s Love Improved My Academic Record   

Lucky Lady 

It’s my last semester of college and I am suffering from severe “senioritis.”   As 

the semester has progressed  my class attendance and studying have regressed.  

Schoolwork just wasn’t as rewarding as napping, surfing the web, and going out.   The 

way I prioritized my activities was undesirable to  my responsible partner, Linda.  She 

complained that I had to, “get my act together.”  But I simply ignored her request and 

continued my routine.  

So, Linda started nagging me to attend class and finish all of my school work.  

Because I often skipped classes, Linda nagged me constantly.  Her extremely pesky 

behavior failed! In fact,  it caused arguments.  Eventually I just started avoiding her so I 

didn’t have to listen to her nagging. Finally she stopped. Instead Linda, a psychology 

grad,  tried a different method and sneakily used my biggest weakness to alter my 

behavior: sex. 

At first Linda—my loving, caring, exclusive partner-- provided sex if I  attended 

class.  This increased my attendance but at considerable cost to Linda.   Linda works long 

hours and has often been  too tired for sex so she could only infrequently provide this 

“favor.”  The infrequency was difficult for me, until Linda offered to make sex contingent 

on my class attendance.  After about a week, Linda requested more of me.  We could 

only have sex if I went to all of my classes and completed  homework due the next day.    

Soon I was attending class, completing all of my homework, and studying in the library 
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regularly.  She did this unless some unforeseen issue came up, e.g. opposite schedules, 

illness, etc.  In this case she gave me  an IOU that I could redeem about any other time.. 

Normally I would be upset about sex being contingent on anything, but my plans 

for graduating in the spring depended on earning good grades.  Graduating on time was 

Linda’s  goal for me.  Plus, I was receiving sex more often so how could I really be upset?  

My grades have been improving due to sex depending on my academic behavior!   

I look forward to  graduating this semester with  high grades, thanks to my wonderful 

partner.  I am fortunate to have found a person who does what’s best for me in fun, 

exciting ways.   She is a very wonderful woman and pretty darn smart as well!  

 


